TRAINING
Lean Simulations
Lean Simulations are used to reinforce learning concepts with hand-on exercises.
We specialize in custom simulations for organizations to better identify with
moving away from traditional operations to lean thinking. We have created more
than 2 dozen specialized simulations for clients. We can create a customized
simulation for your teams. See below for the 3 main types of simulations.

LEGO® Go-Karts Lean Simulation

Pioneered by one of our UCSD Lean Certification graduates, this simulation has
been updated and presents the concepts of one item flow, Kanban, visual
controls, standard work and more. This is a kitted set that can handle from 8-12
people per kit. We have more than 2 kits available to provide training for up to 36
people. The simulation takes about 75 minutes to complete in a training room.
Kits are also available for sale to continue training within your own operation if
desired. For more information, please contact jerry.wright@san.rr.com.

Custom Office Lean Simulation
We can create office documentation flow, process mock-ups and electronic
paperwork flow simulations based on your needs. Examples of simulations
created for clients include customer enrollment, engineering change order
process, new product development and order entry.
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TRAINING
Custom Office Lean Simulation

The simulation takes about 75 minutes to complete in a training room. For more
information, please contact jerry.wright@san.rr.com.

Customized LEGO® Simulation

Using purchased LEGO® brand specialty bricks and other LEGO® brand molded
components, at LEANwRIGHT we can create a customized lean simulation to meet
your specific needs. Whether you need a simulation to process compressors,
copiers or computers or cars, we can design a simulation to meet your needs.
When the simulation is done and the training is completed, you can keep the
simulation for future training needs, if desired. For more information or to get a
customized quotation for your simulation, please email Jerry at
jerry.wright@san.rr.com or call 760-802-7957.
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